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Develop Armenia Together (DAT) 

July 3 – August 3, 2017 

 

DAT COMMUNITY WORK: REPORT & EVALUATION 

July 9 - 20 

 

Recap, Analysis and Planning for the Future 

 

Each location presents its activities and projects, analyzes the impact of their work, and proposes a follow-up plan 

to keep in touch during the academic year, supporting ongoing projects. 

 

Work process and management guideline: Give a name to each of your projects (for example, EduMA or EMA-

Educational Material for Armenia). It is extremely important to allow people to talk about your projects. By 

naming them, they become a real thing. 

 

1. Upon Completion of the DAT 2017, please follow-up: 

● Provide the names of the people responsible for the coordination of each location and project. 

 

Name Project Location Contact Person 

Arpi Youssoufian Fab-Lab For Everyone Fab-Lab, Ayb School, 

Monte Melqonyan 

Gevorg Alaverdyan 

Aram Mehrabyan 

Mikayel Sukiasyan Data Accessibility  CBA Armen Nurbekyan 

Nerses Yeritsyan 

Sara Guerbidjian Social Impact Bonds CBA 

 

HSBC 

America Bank 

Veolia 

Armen Nurbekyan 

Nerses Yeritsyan 

Marine Nikoghosyan 

Arno Mosikyan 

Vardan 

Art Ghazaryan iLuys Online, Onsite, Offline 

CBA, Ayb School, 

Monte Melqonyan 

Varzharan, UWC 

Aram Mehrabyan 

Anna Badalyan 

Armen Nurbekyan 

Nerses Yeritsyan 

Gevorg Alaverdyan 

   

● Provide the names of the people responsible for online follow-up. 

Each team member was responsible for his/her online follow-up with the relevant contact person.  

● Provide the names of the people responsible for regular communication with the Luys team (local kids, 

teachers or others). 

Mikayel from Diligence Hotel, Neli Davtyan (local), Mrs. Anahit (the principal of Takhta 
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kindergarten) 

● Describe in detail the local requirements and people’s needs, as well as the constraints of the field. 

1.Lack of clean water  

2.Education inequality 

3.Data accessibility issue at CBA 

We did not have any constraints. All our contacts were very professional and respected their 

appointments with us, as well as providing more contact information to further assistance.  

● Describe the proposed possible solutions with regard to the above-described constraints, including your 

support and distance guidance, frequency of communications, means of communications, etc. 

Not applicable as mentioned above. 

● Foresee backup solutions if the above fails to satisfy your requirements for success. 

● Not applicable as mentioned above. 

● Describe what you consider a successful follow-up until your next visit. 

Email communication or Skype call with the contact people in Dilijan would be the best way to obtain 

the relevant information until the next visit. 

 

2. How to Explore a Field, Identify the Emerging Needs and Set Up Projects 

● Describe the method you used in your team. 

Our team used the 6 hats method to look at the questions and project suggestions from different 

perspectives and choose the best ones.  

● Describe how you got in touch with the community. 

While walking in Dilijan, we talked with people on the streets and they were interested to know where 

we are from and what we are doing in Dilijan. We also communicated with our hotel staff to know 

more about area and main problems of Dilijan people.   

● Describe the difficulties you experienced in forming your own group, as well as carrying out fieldwork. 

The members of our group have different educational background and it was a bit challenging to match 

the projects with the mentees background.    

Please describe the implementation of your projects in terms of: 

● Manpower (human input and resources); 

Mr. Nerses was a great source to connect us with CBA in Dilijan and other banks in Erevan. Gevorg 

Alaverdyan from Fab-Lab provided information and the needs about the current Fab-Lab situation in 

Dilijan and introduced us students to interview them.   

● Logistics (time line, organization of work, delivery time, and so forth); 

Neli was responsible for our logistic contact. She was in constant touch with the driver, hotel staff, 

contact people, Luys etc.  

● Financial needs and management (administration, control, and monitoring). 

Neli finalized the transportation information with the driver, also obtained invoice for the purchase of 

72 toothbrushes for the kids of kindergarten related to Sasun’s project.   
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3. Dissemination of Information and Future Deployment 

● Describe the communication tools you used to let people know about your work and invite 

collaborations. 

We used a combination of phone calls, emails and in-person meetings to communicate with the 

members of the community. We presented our projects at all of the meetings we had and tried to 

engage the community members into our work. 

 

1. YOUR COMMUNITY PROFILE 

Give a short description of your Community in all aspect - geographic, demography, size, social, economics, 

mentalities etc. 

 

Dilijan is located in a forest-covered mountainous area. The population of the city is about 18,000. The 

economy of Dilijan is dominated by agriculture and tourism. In recent years, especially after the 

construction of the Educational and Training Center of the Central Bank of Armenia, education has become 

an important part of the local socioeconomic life. The UWC and Dilijan Central School, as well as the 

TUMO Center are innovative education hubs. The Central Bank seems committed to supporting the 

expansion of the educational infrastructure as that is in their direct interest. The relocation of several 

hundred Central Bank employees to Dilijan has also prepared ground for developing the transportation and 

entertainment scenes. In general, we noticed numerous problems with the infrastructure in the city (we 

personally had problems with electricity and water supply, grocery shopping and even hospitals), as well as 

the mentality of people in terms of negative outlook towards the future of their own and their community. 

However, we also witnessed strongly positive trends in most of those areas and especially, as mentioned, in 

education which we believe is what matters most. 
 

2. TEAMWORK 

A) Challenges during the community work: point out 10 main challenges you experienced personally and as a team 

during the community work. 

Mismatch of educational backgrounds, power cut, lack of water in the hotel, mosquitos.   

B) Best qualities of your team and teammates (don’t mention a name): point out 10 best qualities of your team and 

teammates that is important for teamwork. 

Hard-working, supportive, caring, united, knowledgeable, smart, creative, organized, helpful, multi-taskers   

C) Improving your teamwork: what kind of improvements would you suggest for your team and teammates? 

We did not have much problems within the team nor with the teammates. Some of the problems with working as a 

team were objective and related to coordination across the various projects. It would help if we had the team formed 

up some time before the actual fieldwork started so that we could understand the relative strengths of the team 

members and how we could best complement each other. 

D) Evaluation of each teammate: make a list of your teammates (full name and position) and attach an evaluation 

number from 1 to 7 in the order of the most active, supportive, creative etc., whose name will be at the top of the list. 

e.g. Cecile Adamyan (Luys student) – 7 

 

Name Surname Position Evaluation Number 

Asya Altunyan (mentee) 7 

Anna Manasyan (mentee) 7 
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Arpi Youssoufian (mentor) 7 

Art Ghazaryan (mentor, CC) 7 

Mariam Ghazaryan (mentee) 7 

Mikayel Sukiasyan (mentor) 7 

Neli Davtyan (mentee, LC) 7 

Sara Guerbidjian (mentor) 7 

Sasun Tonapetyan (mentee) 7 

Tatevik Harutyunyan (mentee) 7 

 

 

3. ACTIVITIES & PROJECTS 

 

A) Activities: how many activities did you run? Give a detailed description for each activity. 

 

Activity 1: Tooth brushing lesson to Kindergarten classes 

 

Goal: teach Kindergarten students about the importance of brushing their teeth, and the best practices for 

brushing their teeth 

 

Description: We first met and introduced ourselves to the Kindergarten students, and then used 

demonstration and showed a video to teach them how to properly brush their teeth. 

 

Outcomes: The students learned why it is important to brush their teeth, and why it is important to brush in 

the correct way. 

 

Follow-up strategies: Sasun already arranged for them to receive toothbrushes, so there is no other 

necessary follow-up for this activity 

 

Include in LAP? 

Yes 

 

 

Activity 2: Mentorship night 

 

Goal: Interact with older students that we met in Dilijan and with the mentees about their future plans in 

school and in their careers 

 

Description: The Luys mentors held a discussion in the evening with the mentees and community members 

to offer advice and guidance about their future studies, both in Armenia and abroad. 

 

Outcomes: The mentees and local students had the opportunities to tell us about themselves and receive 

advice from all of the mentors’ different perspectives. They received answers to their questions and we 

exchanged contact information so that we can continue the conversation 
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What improvements? We hope that we can have more community members next time we have this 

program 

 

Follow-up strategies: Because we exchanged contact information, we will be able to continue speaking 

individually and as a group 
 

 

B) PROJECTS: how many projects did you run? Give a detailed description for each project: 

Project #1 Sara 

1. Title of the project: Social Impact Bonds 

2. Goal of the project and targeted group:  

Goal: Improving access to clean water supply and sanitation in Dilijan using Social Impact Bonds 

financing.  

Targeted group: Dilijan residents 

3. Description of the project: Social Impact Bonds are financial tools made available by banks to investors, 

which involve public and private partnerships to help support a challenging problem.  During the fieldwork 

in Dilijan, Sara met with officials from the Central Bank and Veolia water company, and concluded that 

there is a clear need for improving water resource management, specially when the current flow of water in 

Dilijan’s drainage tunnel is 14L/second and the overall consumption is 150L/second.  Moreover, 72% of 

the water in Dilijan is lost through network leakages. Therefore, to make her proposal reasonable and 

successful, she believes targeting the Armenian diaspora to purchase the social bonds from the financial 

institution, and invest their money in Veolia water company to expand its infrastructure and build the water 

pipes is an effective way for a successful outcome. In return, the Armenian diaspora will receive a profit on 

their investment from Veolia if the project is successful. 

4. Outcomes of the project: Provide clean water to the residents and reduce water loss to the river. 

5. What improvements would you suggest? 

Sara’s project would have been more effective to receive the contacts before going to Dilijan in order to set 

up the appointments faster to get more work done. Also, it would have been more helpful for her to stay in 

Yerevan the other half of her fieldwork to meet with the bank representative and contact Veolia HO. 

6. Follow up strategies and established contacts:  

Follow-up by email to CBA and Ameria Bank/HSBC Bank that would issue the bond. 

7. Can this project be included in the Luys Activity Product? 

Yes 

Project#2 Mikayel 
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1. Title of the project: Data Accessibility 

2. Goal of the project and targeted group: Mapping the landscape of the available datasets (especially micro-

level) and discussing with the interested parties ways of aggregating those and of improving data collection 

across the country. The target group is the government and related establishments like the Central Bank as 

agents that have the mandate to improve data collection, as well as, economics researchers (a concentration 

of which is actually at the Central Bank) as the consumers of data. 

3. Description of the project: Mostly as above. We had meetings with the Central Bank officials, including the 

head of the Economic Research Department and the vice-chairman. The discussion revealed that the 

Central Bank is very interested in having access to more and better data and shared our concerns of the 

current situation. However, somewhat surprisingly, the officials mentioned that they were having 

difficulties in accessing micro-level data from the ministries and tax authorities. Moreover, the Central 

Bank has no legal mandate over the collection of micro-level data concerning the real economy. They were 

however very accommodating concerning the data they did have. In particular, they hold a large database 

on consumer credits/loans that they have previously allowed access to and were willing to provide access 

to again with relatively minor requirements. 

4. Outcomes of the project: An outcome of the project is a list/network of websites and datasets that are 

relevant for economic research. I found numerous information sources on various government websites that 

could be used not only for research but also to monitor certain areas of government operation to achieve 

better transparency. For instance, there were large (several hundred thousand data points) datasets on 

governmental purchases as well as financing of governmental non-profit organization. These datasets, 

however, were impossible to use as is since they were provided as simple non-downloadable lists on the 

website. I have scraped such data and made it ready for analysis. 

5. What improvements would you suggest? The main goal of my project was precisely about improving data 

collection. That is a key step to making economic policy in Armenia more rigorous and fact-based and it 

also fits in the Central Bank’s vision of making Armenia a regional research hub. At this stage, however, 

improving data collection requires a non-trivial push from the government itself. 

6. Follow up strategies and established contacts: I have established contacts with Armen Nurbekyan (head of 

the Economic Research Department at the CBA) and Nerses Yeritsyan (vice-chairman of the CBA). Both 

seemed very willing to help in accessing the data the CBA has. I will quite likely make use of those 

contacts myself to conduct research on Armenian data and I expect them to maintain interest in collecting 

better data in the future. 

7. Can this project be included in the Luys Activity Product? Yes. 
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Project#3 Arpi- Fab Lab for Everyone 

 

Goal: The goal of this project is to jumpstart programming at the Dilijan Fab Lab so that we can have more 

participation, and so that we can improve our national and international presence 

 

Description: We ran interviews with students and administrators at the Fab Lab to understand what is and 

is not currently working at the Fab Lab, and how we can help to develop a plan to make the Fab Lab more 

active and open to the community, not just Ayb school students.  

 

Outcomes: We have started developing a plan of short and long term steps together with paron Gevorg and 

Paron Aram. The Short Term plan will be complete within the next few weeks, and the Long Term plan 

will be developed further after the meeting with MIT.We have also established a strong working 

connection and understanding with them and some of the students currently using the Fab Lab Lab. 

 

Improvements: It would have been very helpful to be in contact with Paron Gevorg and Paron Aram before 

arriving in Dilijan so that we would not waste any time when we arrive in the city. Because of their busy 

schedules, they are not always available to meet so quickly, so we should establish contact much earlier. 

 

Follow-up: Arpi and Art will be able to establish contact with the MIT Center for Bits and Atoms to start 

building our relationship with them again, and hopefully establish more communication exchange. 

 

 

Project#4 Art  iLuys 

 
Goal: The project aims to prototype a blended education model underpinned by three pillars: MOOC 

courseware infrastructure facilitated by the Luys Scholar Network (LSN), content developed and facilitated 

by LSN as part of the Luys teaching requirement (self-developed courses, webinars, connected learning 

courses, other re-purposed MOOC courses), academia, public and private partners to sponsor/host the 

onsite action component for the students to apply the theoretical knowledge in working on partner 

problems. The motto of the project is "Online learning, Onsite action, Offline reflection." 

 

Description: We have held several meetings with CBA, UWC, Tumo and Ayb over the course of our stay 

and internal development sessions where we could apply the “thinking” tools provided by Luys. Our 

understanding of the project’s potential modalities vis-à-vis these organizations benefited substantially 

from these discussions. In particular, CBA signaled strong interest in the concept and indicated an MOU as 

a potential next step. Ayb is prepared to host an onsite action lab.  

 

 

Outcomes: As a result, two pilot programs were proposed in order to validate the model – a specialist 

training program in partnership with CBA and a teacher training program for the faculty of the Monte 
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Melkonyan Varzharan. Furthermore, our work in Dilijan provided the initial validation of the concept of 

the blended experiential learning model in the Armenian context, presented a compelling proposal to our 

partners and galvanized support for disrupting the education systems in the country and the region as well 

as advanced Luys position as an agent of change and strengthened the morale of Luys scholars and its 

friends and partners. 

 

 

4. SUGGESTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS 

What improvements would you suggest for the Develop Armenia Together program? 

 

- Finalize project earlier in the summer 
o Receive initial feedback earlier in the year 
o Present more polished project proposals during orientations so that we do not have too many 

changes before reaching our communities 
- Match mentees to projects so that they can be of more help 
- More detailed directions about what we should accomplish while in our communities. For example, clearly 

detail the expectations such as: 
o Prioritizing creation of a prototype 
o Setting up activities and events with the community 

 

 

5. GUIDELINES AND ADVICE  

Make a guideline for the teams for the DAT 2018.  

 

For effective group collaboration and coordination, consider developing a team charter, to reflect shared understanding and 

expectations of all members including administrivia (meeting times and etiquette, listening etc.) 

 

 

6. ESTABLISHED CONTACTS IN THE COMMUNITIES 

Fill in the contacts (in Armenian or English) established during the community work: 

 

Full name Organization Position Mobile Email Website Notes 

Armen 

Nurbekyan 

 

CBA Head of 

Economic 

Research 

Department 

+374 10 59 

25 48 

armen.nurbekyan@cba.am   

Nerses 

Yeritsyan 

CBA Vice 

Chairman 

+374 10 58 

38 41 

nyeritsyan@cba.am   

Marine 

Nikoghosyan 

HSBC Head of 

Corporate 

Treasury 

Solutions 

+374 55 00 

15 37 

marinenikoghosyan@hsbc.am   
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Gevorg 

Alaverdyan 

Fab-Lab, 

Dilijan 

Central 

School 

Head of Fab-

Lab 

+374 93 00 

04 33 

   

Aram 

Mehrabyan 

Dilijan 

Central 

School, 

Monte 

Melqonyan 

Dilijan 

Central 

School 

Principle 

+374 93 40 

08 09 
   

Arno 

Mosikyan 

Ameria 

Bank 

Director of 

Investment 

Banking  

+374 10 56 

11 11 

a.mosikyan@ameriabank.am   

 

 

7. PHOTO & VIDEO DATABASE 

Choose the best photos and video materials of your community work, and put them in the Luys hard drive. 
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